New exam plan allows no senior exemptions; weighting is changed

By MARK WORSCHEN
Managing Editor

Graduating seniors will not be exempt from final examinations next year, the Notre Dame Academic Council unanimously decided yesterday.

The council also voted to require that final exams be weighted not less than one-fifth and not more than one-half of the semester grade. This new range replaces the current upper limit of one-third.

Previously, seniors with at least a B average could be exempted from final exams at the discretion of the instructor. This change will not affect the Class of 1984.

An amendment requiring that an instructor fail a student in a course for an unexcused absence from the final exam was defeated. Instead, the council passed a clarification of the present policy so that an absence would result in a student’s “receiving no credit on the exam.” Students would still retain the right to a review by the instructor and the dean to determine if the cause of the absence was valid, or to permit taking the exam at a later time.

Also defeated yesterday was a proposal giving the Academic Council the authority to fail a student if the student had not completed all the course work “regardless of the grade in the final examination.”

Other amendments passed by the council included a requirement that a final exam be given in each course, but did not mandate the policy “because of differences in graduate education in the various disciplines.” Grades may be based on the final exam alone in the graduate school and post-baccalaureate professional programs, according to the second proposal.

Philip Gleason, chairman of the Committee on Final Examinations, said, “It would seem to me that the thing has had a thorough airing. There was a good expression and representation of the points of view before the thing came to a conclusion. That was the purpose of postponing action, to allow this question to be looked into before anything was brought to a final vote.”

The Arts and Letters College Council, the Faculty Senate and the Student Senate all had adopted formal positions on the proposed changes before yesterday’s meeting of the council in the Center for Continuing Education.

Timothy O’Meary, University Provost, formed the committee last March to study Notre Dame’s final exam policy. The committee submitted its report to O’Meary in May, but it was not brought before the Academic Council until Nov. 16. At that meeting, opposition to many of the amendments surfaced, and the council opted to delay action so campus groups could study the proposals.

The Arts & Letters Council suggested that final assignments be a suitable replacement for an exam in some courses, but the council did not accept this proposal. Also, the Student Senate voted Monday night to support the senior exemptions and the present one-third limit to final exam weighting, and not to support an automatic “F” in a course for missing the final exam.

The Student Senate was alone in opposing the exemptions. According to the committee’s report, abolishing the privilege was favored by “the college councils of science, engineering, and arts and letters; by the Faculty Senate; and by
see EXAMS, page 3

Mondale takes Pennsylvania easily

Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA — Walter F. Mondale easily won the Pennsyl-

vania primary yesterday, defeating Gary Hart and rolling past the halfway mark in his quest for the delegates needed to capture the Democratic presidential nomination.

Momentarily in a “major step forward” and said he had ex-

panded his base of support outside Hart.

With 62 percent of the vote in, Mondale had 45 percent of the vote to 34 percent for Hart.

The Rev. Jesse Jackson was winning Philadelphia — “with a poor campaign and a rich message,” he said — and had 19 percent statewide. He sought a strong third-place finish statewide to impress the party’s establishment with his ability to register thousands of black voters and win their votes.

Hart’s remarkable winter surge thus ended with a springtime blizzard after sweeping New England and claiming several victories elsewhere. He has lost Illi-

nois, New York and now Pennsylvania — key states in the Democratic industrial belt.

A total 172 Pennsylvania delegates were being apportioned. Mondale led 107, Hart 11, Jackson had 2, but the Philadelphia count was slow. Five were uncommitted and John Glenn supporters claimed two spots.

Mondale thus passed the half-

way point in his quest for the 1,967 delegates needed for nomination in July. He claimed or led for 1,018 delegates, compared with 569 for Hart and 153.2 for Jackson.

“We’re moving on up,” Jac-

son said.

Mondale claimed victory and said, “I’m encouraged to believe that what I have been saying about where I want to take the country, the differences as the public perceives them, is helping me gain momentum toward the nomination” and victory over President Reagan in November.

“Something powerful is happening,” Mondale said. “The feeling that is beginning to spread across the country is that we need a change in Washington. We came from behind and today we won big and I feel good about it.”

Hart said he would do better as the election calendar turns west, and before the sun set yesterday he was testing a new voter appeal in Ohio.

“arly win

Gary Hart, center, puts his arms around fellow convention

candidates for the Democratic presidential

nomination Jesse Jackson and Water Mondale.

Mondale easily gained another big industrial state yesterday as he carried the Pennsylvania

Senate calls for end to use of CIA funds to bomb Nicaraguan ports

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Senate yesterday passed a non-binding resolution calling for an end to the use of CIA funds to assist in the mini-

ning of Nicaraguan ports.

The vote was 68-12.

The Republican leadership agreed to support the measure in return for Sen. Edward M. Kennedy’s agree-

ment to defer a companion proposal demanding that the administration reverse its decision to remove its support of the exemptions.

As part of the agreement, Senate Majority Leader Howard Baker Jr. agreed to vote for the Kennedy resolution on mining and Kennedy agreed to put off the matter of the World Court action until after a 10-day congressional Easter recess that starts Friday.

Baker said that if Central American developments during the recess warranted further congres-

sional action, he would confer with Kennedy and others to work out procedures for taking the ap-

propriate steps.

Tanker cars full of alcohol explode in train derailment

Associated Press

MARRISVILLE, N.C. — At least two tanker cars full of alcohol exploded and spread flames through the downtown area yesterday when a freight train derailed, and all of Marshallville’s 2,107 residents were evacuated.

“As soon as we get the area cleared we’re getting out our own,"— said Union County Fire Mar-

shal Kevin Stewart. No injuries were immediately reported.

Emergency crews wearing oxygen masks were working at the scene, but others were kept a mile ret from the wreck site.

Officials said the fire had spread to the town hall, and at least two downtown businesses were destroyed when detailed cars landed in them.

Four of the 13 detailed cars on the Seaboard Systems train contained 281,000 gallons of methanol, a poisonous and highly flammable form of alcohol, but only two cars were reported burning, Stewart said.

Other four cars, which didn’t con-

tain methanol, also were burning.

Stewart ordered the town evacuated after the first explosion at 10:07 a.m. He said the entire town of 2,107 people had been evacuated, including students at an elementary and middle school.
The Notre Dame/Rotate connection has seen its share of confrontation in the past. But previously it has been the students who were harassing the ROTC’s for their decision to enter the military. It is symptomatic of the changing times that now the ROTC harrases the students for their decision to stay out of the military.

Just as it wasn’t completely fair for Notre Dame students of more radical tendencies to harass those who joined ROTC, it is also not fair for 1984 ROTC’s to wake up Notre Dame students who are not bothering anybody, but rather just trying to get some sleep.

The peaceful protests of Notre Dame students in the late 1960s and early 1970s should serve as an example of how students can preserve their integrity and actually make things change for the better instead of allowing things to just happen for the worst.

Now that the ROTC’s have renewed the rift between themselves and the other students perhaps it’s time for the students to peacefully defend their right to a good night’s sleep.
The News Staff
By MIKE MILLEN

first over Notre Dame and the two Columbia.

The contest, sponsored by the Notre Dame Invitational M.B.A. Case Competition, Ohio State University came in first over Notre Dame and the two other teams competing, the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and the University of Missouri-Columbia.

According to Finance Professor Paul Conway, the contestants were given 57-page portfolios of a company in need of financial advice, and had 24 hours to come up with various solutions to problems of profitability, growth, and personnel. The participants, in order determined by random draw, then gave 25-minute presentations to a group of judges.

Representing Notre Dame were second-year MBAs Jeffrey Gaineys, Farouq Naseem, and Kristina Stromer. In March they competed in a similar intra-college competition against five other Notre Dame teams. By yesterday's contest, they qualified for yesterday's invitational tournament.

The contest, sponsored by Johnson & Johnson, boarded a qualified judging panel. Dr. Max Wortman, Jr., a Stokely professor of management at the University of Tennessee, served as chief judge. Also serving as panel members were officials from Miles Laboratories, Clark Equipment Credit Corporation, and Johnson & Johnson.
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ND places second in competition

Jazz piano
James Deuprey, who leads his own Chicago Jazz Band, gave a recital last night in the St. Augustine Auditorium. Deuprey is a pianist, bandleader and arranger for blues singer Sippie Wallace, and his scholarship in jazz history has brought him national attention.

Cocktail party planned for commencement

By JOHN-JOHN AMORES
News Staff

A new commencement weekend event, the Cocktail party hosted by the Cockrell Formal, has been planned for Friday May 18 to welcome parents of seniors to campus.

The event will begin at 9 p.m. in the North Dome of the ACC. It is open to all graduates, their parents, and relatives. Ask 3,000-6,000 people are expected to take part in the festivities.

Patterned after the popular cocktail dance on Junior Parents Weekend, the event will include intramural governor events and a cash bar for refreshments. Music will be provided by a 15-piece wind band, which will play as the jocky to provide entertain-

Astronauts recover lost Solar Max satellite

Associated Press

CAPE CANAVERAL—"We got it." Challenge's astronauts punished the costly Solar Max satellite from space yesterday and set it in the shuttle's cargo bay for an overhaul in orbit that ustens in a new era of spacecraft repair.

Dramatic as it was, the job won't be complete until two astronauts venture into the open cargo bay today to repair the satellite, which was sent into orbit in 1980 to study the sun.

Challenger was 300 miles above the Indian Ocean when mission specialist Terry Hart extended the shuttle's cargo bay and pumped a pin on the side of the slowly spinning satellite.

He snagged it on the first try, saving a mission that looked like a failure only two days earlier when astronaut George Neal flew himself over to it but was unable to dock with it.

Hart gingerly locked the satellite into a special cradle. President Reagan expressed his delight. "Bob I understand that the satellite you have on board would cost us about $200 million to build today, so today's price," he told comman
der Robert L. Crippen. "If you can't fix it up there you would mind bringing it back?"

In addition to Gleason, other members on the committee are Joseph F. Gleenon, professor of English; Morton Fuchs, professor of biology; Kenneth Milani, professor of economics; Kenneth Davie, professor of philosophy; and Arvind Yarn, professor of chemical engineering.

The event will begin at 9 p.m. in the North Dome of the ACC. It is open to all graduates, their parents, and relatives. Ask 3,000-6,000 people are expected to take part in the festivities.

The cocktail formal was organized to provide enjoyment as well as unity for the seniors and their families on Friday of commencement weekend. Ann Drolinger, one of the event's organizers, pointed out that in the past, most of the commencement activity participated on Saturday. The majority of families arrived Friday, but since no events were scheduled for that day, there was little to do.

All seniors are invited, with or without family. Some students have asked for many as nine tickets, and Drolinger hopes for an unqualified success at what promises will be a "really good" party. It will be semi-formal, and the deadline to purchase tickets, at $5 each, is April 25. For more information, call Gary Park or Ann Drolinger.

Astronauts recover lost Solar Max satellite

That's precisely what the back-up plan in

Norin and fellow astronaut James D. Vossoughi, known colloquially as "Finky" and "Ox," will climb into bulky space suits today and go into the cargo bay to acc-

House passes bill authorizing funds to operate Panama Canal in 1985

In the House, a bill that would authorize $445.9 million to operate the Panama Canal in fiscal 1985 passed on a 307-89 vote. The measure now goes to the Senate for a vote before going to President Reagan for his signature.

The legislation directs the Panama Canal Commission to use $416 million for operating expenses and the remaining $27.9 million for capital improvements.

In overseas matters, a House Foreign Affairs subcommittee adopted three resolutions critical of South Africa's policies of racial segregation and asking freedom for that country's imprisoned black leader, Nelson Mandela.

The panel also adopted resolutions criticizing the U.S. policy of relocating South African blacks in to so-called African homelands, and advising the administration not to block the opening of South African honorary consulates in the United States.

Exams continued from page 1

two of the three military science departments.

The report also reaffirmed the committee's belief that one study day is acceptable before the begin-

ning of final exams. The Student Senate had passed a resolution two days, but "the other bodies that considered the final examination question do not regard the matter of study days as a problem," according to the report.
Army spy held on bail; sold secrets to USSR

Associated Press

ALEXANDRIAN, Va. — Former Army counterintelligence Richard Craig Smith was ordered held in lieu of $500,000 bond yesterday in U.S. District Court here by a judge who said he had sold military secrets to the Soviet Union.

Smith, 46, of Bellevue, Wash., surrendered to the FBI last Wednesday because he knew he had been detected. He made the admission in hopes of becoming a double agent and avoiding prosecution, according to a federal prosecutor.

He will be arraigned Friday before U.S. District Judge Albert V. Bryan on five counts of selling information about U.S. double-agent operations to which servicemen posed as traitors to learn the techniques and methods of the KGB, the Soviet spy agency.

A critic who could face life in prison, surrendered to the FBI last Wednesday because he knew he had been detected. He made the admission in hopes of becoming a double agent and avoiding prosecution, according to a federal prosecutor.

The grand jury said the financially troubled real estate investor, who declared bankruptcy in 1982, was paid $11,000 by the Soviets and was offered $100,000 to $150,000 for additional information.

At a bond hearing yesterday, Smith's court-appointed lawyer, William A. Lattimer, said Smith should be released on his own recognizance. Cummings said Smith would plead innocent and wants to answer the charges.

But Bryan said, "The danger to the community is very apparent to me." If Smith were released without bail, "He has the ability to seriously endanger the national defense. His cooperation is helpful to him, but the passive role cooperation when in dictum is near is not always enlightening," the judge said.

Assistant U.S. Attorney Joseph Aronica told the court that Smith had initiated his contacts with the Soviets in 1982 and gave them details of two double-agent operations mounted by the Army Intelligence and Security Command, for which Smith worked as a counterintelligence officer from 1973 to 1980.

Since February, however, Smith has been talking to the FBI about his case.

But Aronica said, "Smith came forward not out of love for his country, but because he believed that he had been detected. He believed that the Japanese had surveillance of the Soviet commercial compound in Tokyo, where Smith allegedly met with KGB agent Victor L. Okumet on Nov. 7, 1982 and Feb. 13, 1983."

"When he came before Smith did not say what he gave up, but he told a story that he had conned the Soviets out of $11,000," Aronica said. "It was not until he was confronted with some unusual events affecting double-agent operations that he finally began telling what he had done.

"He was hoping then that he would be used as a double-agent and would not be prosecuted," Aronica said.

Report warns of Soviet military buildup

Washington — Yesterday the latest Pentagon report shows that the U.S. military is building a war machine aimed at "world domination."

A critic who could face life in prison, surrendered to the FBI last Wednesday because he knew he had been detected. He made the admission in hopes of becoming a double agent and avoiding prosecution, according to a federal prosecutor.

The grand jury said the financially troubled real estate investor, who declared bankruptcy in 1982, was paid $11,000 by the Soviets and was offered $100,000 to $150,000 for additional information.

At a bond hearing yesterday, Smith's court-appointed lawyer, William A. Lattimer, said Smith should be released on his own recognizance. Cummings said Smith would plead innocent and wants to answer the charges.

But Bryan said, "The danger to the community is very apparent to me." If Smith were released without bail, "He has the ability to seriously endanger the national defense. His cooperation is helpful to him, but the passive role cooperation when in dictum is near is not always enlightening," the judge said.

Assistant U.S. Attorney Joseph Aronica told the court that Smith had initiated his contacts with the Soviets in 1982 and gave them details of two double-agent operations mounted by the Army Intelligence and Security Command, for which Smith worked as a counterintelligence officer from 1973 to 1980.

Since February, however, Smith has been talking to the FBI about his case.

But Aronica said, "Smith came forward not out of love for his country, but because he believed that he had been detected. He believed that the Japanese had surveillance of the Soviet commercial compound in Tokyo, where Smith allegedly met with KGB agent Victor L. Okumet on Nov. 7, 1982 and Feb. 13, 1983."

"When he came before Smith did not say what he gave up, but he told a story that he had conned the Soviets out of $11,000," Aronica said. "It was not until he was confronted with some unusual events affecting double-agent operations that he finally began telling what he had done.

"He was hoping then that he would be used as a double-agent and would not be prosecuted," Aronica said.

The report, which will be in its fourth year in fiscal 1985, has run into increasing congressional criticism. Many members of Congress worried about growing federal deficits want to trim the Pentagon's proposals for $31.5 billion — a 13 percent boost in authorized defense spending above inflation for the fiscal year beginning Oct. 1.

Last week, the House passed a budget resolution calling for a 3.5 percent hike in defense authorization. Senate Republicans have agreed to limit the increase to 8 percent.

Weinberger said at a news conference the Senate's military effort efforts "are way too large and clearly unwelcome efforts... to build up U.S. and NATO defenses."

Kremlin orders education reforms

Associated Press

MOSCOW - The Communist Party's central committee yesterday issued decrees increasing the responsibility of local governments and providing for a school reform designed to raise teacher pay and enroll more students into factory work.

Party leader Konstantin U. Chernenko told the central committee that there had been much talk about foreign policy during his address to the more than 4000 committee members, according to a text of his speech published by Tass, the official news agency.

There was no announcement of any major personnel change. Addition to the ruling Politburo, which now has 12 members, are decided at Central Committee sessions. Additions to the powerful party secretariat also could have been made, but they usually are not publicly announced.

The policy-setting committee approved a resolution calling on local governments to reorganize education systems, to take more responsibility in economic, political and cultural activities and to reduce their reliance upon central authorities.

It also endorsed a school reform designed to foster more youths into vocational schools and factory work.

It said the nation should "improve radically labor education and vocational guidance."

Chernenko said the reforms would include salary increases of about 110 to 15 percent for factory school teachers over the next five years.

Elementary school teachers currently earn the equivalent of about $414 a month, while the average worker gets about $385.

The decrees will be ratified today when the 5000-member Supreme Soviet, the national parliament, meets to begin its 11th five-year term.

Russsians in space

Soviet cosmonauts aboard the orbital complex "Salyut 7.--Seyou T-10.--Seyou T-11" during a con

vocation with Indira Gandhi, Prime Minister of India.
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**Budget forecast revised; deficit cut**

Associated Press  
WASHINGTON — The Reagan Administration revised its budget forecast yesterday to cut the projected deficit for this fiscal year from $117.6 billion to $117.8 billion. The slightly smaller deficit is attributed partly to the faster pace of the economy than had been expected, which helped bring in more money to the government's coffers.

The revision projects the economy will expand a healthy 5 percent this year. The administration was predicting a 4.5 percent expansion, as measured by the inflation-adjusted gross national product, from the fourth quarter of 1983 to the fourth quarter this year. The administration also lowered its forecast for unemployment to 7.5 percent of the civilian workforce in the last quarter of 1984. It had been projected at 7.7 percent, but the rate already tumbled to 7.7 percent in February and March.

The projection also boosted the administration's assumption for interest rates from 8.3 percent to 8.8 percent in the final quarter of this year. That is measured by rates on three-month Treasury Bills, which were 9.66 percent in Monday's auctions.

The budget adjustments, made by the Office of Management and Budget, are required by law. In making the revisions, budget officials did not take into account any of the deficit-reduction packages under consideration in Congress.

Traffic safety agency investigating defects in Ford and Mercury cars

Associated Press  
WASHINGTON — The government, already pressuring a suit to have 1.1 million General Motors cars recalled because of brakes that lock prematurely, announced an investigation yesterday into reports of similar problems in 433,000 Ford and Mercury X-body cars.

The investigation by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration focused on 1979 Ford Mustangs and Mercury Capris, after the agency received 160 complaints about rear brakes locking.

"We have opened a defect investigation" into the Ford cars NHTSA spokesman Hal Paris said. If the agency finds a safety defect, the government could order Ford to recall and repair the cars.

But as has been shown in the GM X-body case, the maker is free to challenge a recall. The government is embroiled in a lengthy civil suit against GM seeking the recall of 1.1 million 1980 X-body cars, alleging that the cars have a design flaw that causes the rear brakes in some of them to lock prematurely and send the cars into a spin.

A federal judge has heard arguments in the suit against GM for more than a month and both sides believe that the trial will go on for at least another month. GM denies there is a defect in the X-body cars.

**Report says women hold almost one-third of management jobs**

Associated Press  
WASHINGTON — Women now hold nearly one-third of the nation's management jobs and have significantly raised their representation in many other occupations, the Census Bureau reported yesterday.

A new analysis of employment figures comparing 1970 and 1980 found women increasing from 38.5 percent of the labor force to 42.6 percent. But their share of many previously male-dominated jobs increased much more sharply than that growth would indicate.

Women, for example, comprised 17.1 percent of the nation's judges in 1980, up from 6.1 percent a decade earlier. And their representation among lawyers rose from 4.9 percent to 13.9 percent.

The appointment of Sandra Day O'Connor to the Supreme Court was symbolic of the growth in female lawyers and judges.

The new study compiled by the Census Bureau and the Bureau of Labor Statistics found women holding 30.5 percent of the nation's executive, administrative and managerial positions in 1980.

That's up from 18.5 percent a decade earlier, said Suzanne Bianchi and Nancy Rytina, who prepared the study.

"Women have been at the vortex of sweeping changes in demograp­hic, social and economic patterns" in recent decades, Ms. Bianchi said. Today, she observed, women are less likely to have children and more likely to finish college, and they are making ever greater inroads in the workforce, although earnings remain below those of men.

The question for the upcoming decades is whether the balance will be struck between the roles of women as wives and mothers and women as breadwinners, who must support their families," she wrote.

On the same day the Census study was released, Heidi Hartman, a re­searcher at the National Academy of Sciences, told a congressional panel that women still face pay discrimina­tion. Wage rates for jobs traditional­ly held by women are depressed, she said, adding that is why working women earn less than the wages of working men.

In the new Census study of women in the workforce, one of the largest numbers of female managers was in medical and health-related operations, where they were more than half at 56.8 percent. But that was actually a decline, from 60.6 percent of such managers in 1970.

Next to the growing number of labor relations specialists, which climbed from 3.4 percent women in 1970 to 4.7 percent in 1980.

And women also made up a sig­nificant share of public services and mail supervisors, 43.5 percent, up from 31.8 percent.

Perhaps the most significant growth came in the area of public administration. Women now make up 21.7 percent of the public sector in the country, but no women were county executives of government agencies.

By one estimate a quarter of government agencies to make up 25.6 percent of those chief ad­ministrators. The number of public officials had climbed to $3.6 percent.
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Call this toll-free number 24 hours a day.

Mishawaka
6502 North Grape
Poll shows voters think Mondale has chance of defeating Reagan

Associated Press

NEW YORK — Former Vice Presi­dent Walter Mondale apparently convinced voters in Pennsylvania's Democratic presidential primary that he has a better chance than Sen. Gary Hart to defeat President Reagan in November, according to network exit polls.

Only about one-fourth of the voters questioned after they cast their ballots said they think Hart has the better chance to beat Reagan, while more than half said they think Mondale has the better chance, according to the NBC news poll.

Mondale voters also are more convinced their candidate will win the Democratic nomination, according to the NBC poll. By a 4-1 ratio, Mondale voters said they think he will win the nomination at the convention in San Francisco in July, while fewer than half the Hart voters polled said they think the Colorado senator will win the nomination.

And about one-third of the NBC poll respondents said Mondale would make an effective president, compared with only one-fifth who said Hart would make an effective president.

The network polls said voters in Pennsylvania, a state where un­employment remains in double digits, were concerned more about "bread and butter" issues than the threat of nuclear war or American military involvement in Central America and the Middle East.

In the CBS news New York Times poll, for example, three-fourths said they were concerned about unemployment, poverty or both. Half the respondents in that poll said either they or other members of their households had been out of work in the last year.

In the ABC news poll, 60 percent said unemployment is the most im­portant problem facing the nation — and among those people, Mondale had 88 percent to Hart's 35 percent.

Mondale also cut into what had been a 10- to 15-point Hart's strength in earlier primaries — the young, upwardly mobile urban and suburban professionals known as "yuppies." Hart could do no better than a stand­off with Mondale in the ABC news poll, for instance, among voters between 18 and 34, and the network polls found white­collar jobs, those with college degrees and those earning more than $15,000 a year for Mondale, meanwhile, swept the blue collar vote by about 2-to-1.

End of auto slump brings workers back to plants in smaller numbers

Associated Press

DETROIT — The end of the U.S. car sales slump has brought thousands of workers back to auto factories, like the one in Kansas City, Mo., that President Reagan will visit today.

Despite higher profits, however, the nation's automotive workforce has shrunk by a third in the past six years, and thousands of autoworkers never again will work inside a car plant.

The decrease in jobs is part of an industry-wide trend toward using fewer workers and importing many parts, a United Auto Workers local president explained yesterday.

"At one time, we had grandfat­thers, fathers and sons working here at Ford," said William Barker, pres­i­dent of the UAW Local 249 in Kansas City. "But now, you couldn't get your son a job if your life depended on it.

"We have a bunch of young guys who have families. They need jobs too. McDonald's can't hire them all."

More than 750,000 hourly workers built 13 million cars and trucks in America in 1978, a boom year in which the industry socked up profits approaching $5 billion. The UAW says that of those 755,000 workers, 225,000 have been laid off so far in 1984.

This year, the automakers expect to build nearly 11 million vehicles and make profits exceeding $6 bil­lion, but with a workforce only two-thirds as large.

The White House said in advance of Reagan's trip that the economy has improved under Reagan and the Ford Motor Co.'s Kansas City as­sembly plant has rehired 2,000 workers.

Barker says 600 to 700 of those people came from a dozen closed or partly idled Ford factories around the country and that the Kansas City plant has hired 1,500 or more workers on the street.

Twin cars, the 1984 compact Ford Tempo and Mercury Topaz, are made in Kansas City, along with light trucks. Ford automated much of the plant when it changed to the smaller cars and quit making the Ford Fairmont and Mercury Zephyr.

Barker said the plant had 5,600 production workers in 1978, compared with 4,027 today. Of those who did not come back, "some left town, some have jobs, I imagine," he said.

The plant Reagan will tour, Barker said, is a good example of a trend in the car industry: the use of fewer workers and more robots and machine­made transmissions, while those in the cars they replace were American made.

Conrail to spend more on service, track improvements and equipment

Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA — Conrail plans to spend $820 million in 1984, or about 15 percent more than last year, on track improvements, equip­ment purchases and other capital projects, the company announced yesterday.

Lines scheduled for major im­provements include the Cleveland­Indianapolis, Indianapolis-St. Louis, West Virginia Secondary, Boston-Albany, Columbus-Cincinnati, and Har­risburg-Pittsburgh, according to Conrail spokesman Robert Sullivan.

The railroad said the money will improve customer service, reduce operating costs and support and ex­pand its ability to market current and new services.

"The additional plant and equip­ment efficiency improvements con­tained in this budget will advance Conrail's position as a leader in providing high-quality, dependable, less-cost rail freight transportation service," Conrail Chairman Stanley Crane said.

The Philadelphia-based carrier — consolidated Rail Corp. — was es­tablished by Congress in 1976 from the remains of six bankrupt North­east railroads. The railroad, which has 14,000 "route miles," made money for the first time in 1981 and posted a record profit of $135 mil­lion last year.

"Tonight, we may not have won in Pennsylvania tonight, but we are going to win the nomination of this party — and we are going to win the presidency," said Hart, citing Texas, Oregon and California among others.

The increase in capital spending is "the result of two factors," Conrail spokesman Saul Baack said. "Inflation is one factor, obviously, and the other factor is to meet the continuing needs of the railroad system."

About $250 million of the capital budget is being spent on electrifi­cation. Conrail plans to install about 480 miles of continuous welded rail, 1.5 million crossties and more than 340,000 new fasteners.

The increase also will be reflected in Conrail's track additions in the Northeast and Midwest. Conrail plans to spend $25 million this year to improve rail quality and speed.

The network polls said voters in Pennsylvania, a state where un­employment remains in double digits, were concerned more about "bread and butter" issues than the threat of nuclear war or American military involvement in Central America and the Middle East.
Jackson's rainbow signals storm
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Voices continued to rise, but the way toward the man, shouting ever louder. "What's wrong with you?" the crowd yelled at him.

And the man held fast, and the man held fast until the driver was within two feet of him. Then he suddenly punched the driver in the face. Everyone in the bus gasped as the driver fell backwards.

Did anyone try to help him?

No. The driver only unstrapped him for a second. The driver quickly regained his balance and leveled a right into the man's face.

They were fairly silent at first. But as the two miners clanged each other, knuckles against folks in the aisles, falling on those seated, some began to scream.
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And the man held fast, and the man held fast until the driver was within two feet of him. Then he suddenly punched the driver in the face. Everyone in the bus gasped as the driver fell backwards.

Did anyone try to help him?

No. The driver only unstrapped him for a second. The driver quickly regained his balance and leveled a right into the man's face.

They were fairly silent at first. But as the two miners clanged each other, knuckles against folks in the aisles, falling on those seated, some began to scream.

Voices continued to rise, but the way toward the man, shouting ever louder. "What's wrong with you?" the crowd yelled at him.

And the man held fast, and the man held fast until the driver was within two feet of him. Then he suddenly punched the driver in the face. Everyone in the bus gasped as the driver fell backwards.

Did anyone try to help him?

No. The driver only unstrapped him for a second. The driver quickly regained his balance and leveled a right into the man's face.

The New York Jews, which White has noted that while this election may well be decided by the Democratic Party leaders to change the rules of the game in Southern states primarily and eliminate the "fifth column".

Theodore White has noted that while this election will not elect more black congressional representatives for a time, it's long-range intended consequence will be to push the Southern whites into the Republican Party. For that reason, a political initiative is bound to get a polarizing response. There is a very good case to be made for runoff primaries, not on ethnic grounds but on the grounds of rule by majority rather than pluralism. That is how most modern political thinkers have viewed it.

Jackson doubles here his proposed change in terms of ethnic justice, but when the smoke of the Democratic battle has cleared it will be seen as ethnic power politics, and the consequence will be to polarize politics ethnically, not only in the South but in the nation.

This is the irony contained in Jackson's talk of a "rainbow coalition." He talks of a spectrum of unity, yet he acts with divisive policies. The best recent instance has been in how he responded to the threat of Long's run for the presidency, his close friend and political ally, leader of the "Nation of Islam," to kill Martin Coleman, and his wife.

Coleman is the black political reporter for the Washington Post who has written extensively on the subject of political professionalism to stand by his account of Jackson's "Hymns" and "Hymne town." He has written extensively on the New York Jews, which have become political history. The black leadership of the Nation of Islam may have unbelievable farrago of threats and the most blatant and abusive sexual innuendo.

Pressed to dissociate himself from the outrage of Farrakhan's threats, Jackson limited himself to a knock-knocking remark that Farrakhan was "wrong." He saw it only as a "fight" between the two men, both "professionals," and offered to mediate it.

It was as if there be no responsibility for his all-against-the-law and had no interest in the freedom of reporters, whether black or white, all to Him, the Gentle unreal.

Did he kill them?

No. He literally kicked him off the bus into the hands of the waiting police who took him away. They didn't find any gun.

They slid.

No. There had never been a gun. It's hard to say why the woman had shouted such a thing, but she certainly had. We had all heard her and reacted to it. It was her shout that had them stumbling to save our lives.

We set a glass-shattering, blood-splattering drama, saying, "Wally, you got us out of the bus. Since the man was on the floor out of our view, we couldn't tell whether he really had a gun or not. The driver continued to kick and punch."

But he didn't.
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Radio's response loud and clear

Dear Editor:

This letter is in response to the Observer coverage of the Mock Convention. First, the News Board, ignoring the platform and objectives of the Mock Convention, gave preference to the platforms and objectives of the Hollings, Askew, and Glenn campaigns of Hollings, Askew, and Glenn into my few years here I have witnessed the powerful love that allows us as Domers to live in the seamless garment of the day-to-day lives of our students. The informal friendliness, mutual respect and companionship Domers must have for each other in the Mock Convention is truly pervasive and impressive at ND is the sense of social concern we are famed for as a forum for social concern with which I am in the Mock Convention, understanding the intelligence of the delegates, and demonstrating the same bias existing in the national media, gave preference to the Hart, Jackson, and Mondale campaigns by granting each of those campaigns a full article, yet condemning the legitimate and dedicated campaigns of Hollings, Askew, and Glenn into the national media.

The reason given, that there was a lack of space, is dubious when one considers the space granted some less deserving articles in the paper that week.

Second, my comments during the debate concerning Hollings' position on a military draft were taken out of context. Full article planning as I did last Tuesday night, about the circumstances which must be present for such a position taken by Hollings and noting that the other representatives declined to discuss the matter, the article made my candidate appear as an extremist concerning his foreign policy. Third, in covering my concession speech Friday night, the reporter made it seem as if the reason I didn't support Askew on the final ballots was because some of his support came from pro-lifers. Unfortunately, this is not true, but is a slight to my ability to choose reacting to a position paper or an in depth interview with Mike Brogioli.

The lesson Deanslens teaches concerning the f differences of voting heavily on a candidate's experience is invaluable. However, Brogioli clarified his views concerning the importance of Mondale's experience stating "Mondale believes in constant themes and has been able to modify his programs to fit the changing times..." Clearly Deanslens has taken Brogioli's points to heart and in the purpose of the article was stated as "outlining the platforms and objectives of the candidates," however, Deanslens writes as if he is reacting to a position paper or an in depth interview with Mike Brogioli.

Joe Malvezzi
Ernest Hollings Campaign Manager

---

P. O. Box Q

Dear Editor:

A while back, a friend asked me what I'm going to do when I graduate, and his response to me was: "Why New York?" I said, "How typical." When I pressed him, he explained "You know it's just so typical. Domer slaves at work, marries, gets rich, bears children, dies..."

Hearing my life reduced to the basest concern for the friends we hold here and are leaving behind, the powerful love that allows us as graduates to risk defeat in the name of propagating that love throughout the real world, How apocryphal. Greg Testerman
Senior

Keep in mind

Dear Editor:

This letter is in response to the Observer coverage of the Mock Convention. First, the News Board, ignoring the platform and objectives of the Mock Convention, gave preference to the platforms and objectives of the Hollings, Askew, and Glenn campaigns of Hollings, Askew, and Glenn into my few years here I have witnessed the powerful love that allows us as Domers to live in the seamless garment of the day-to-day lives of our students. The informal friendliness, mutual respect and companionship Domers must have for each other in the Mock Convention is truly pervasive and impressive at ND is the sense of social concern we are famed for as a forum for social concern with which I am in the Mock Convention, understanding the intelligence of the delegates, and demonstrating the same bias existing in the national media, gave preference to the Hart, Jackson, and Mondale campaigns by granting each of those campaigns a full article, yet condemning the legitimate and dedicated campaigns of Hollings, Askew, and Glenn into the national media.

The reason given, that there was a lack of space, is dubious when one considers the space granted some less deserving articles in the paper that week.

Second, my comments during the debate concerning Hollings' position on a military draft were taken out of context. Full article planning as I did last Tuesday night, about the circumstances which must be present for such a position taken by Hollings and noting that the other representatives declined to discuss the matter, the article made my candidate appear as an extremist concerning his foreign policy. Third, in covering my concession speech Friday night, the reporter made it seem as if the reason I didn't support Askew on the final ballots was because some of his support came from pro-lifers. Unfortunately, this is not true, but is a slight to my ability to choose reacting to a position paper or an in depth interview with Mike Brogioli.

The lesson Deanslens teaches concerning the differences of voting heavily on a candidate's experience is invaluable. However, Brogioli clarified his views concerning the importance of Mondale's experience stating "Mondale believes in constant themes and has been able to modify his programs to fit the changing times..." Clearly Deanslens has taken Brogioli's points to heart and in the purpose of the article was stated as "outlining the platforms and objectives of the candidates," however, Deanslens writes as if he is reacting to a position paper or an in depth interview with Mike Brogioli.

Joe Malvezzi
Ernest Hollings Campaign Manager

---

Not a pigeon

Dear Editor:

Professor Vincent Delans' letter in the April Observer concerning comments made by Mike Brogioli (Head of the Mock Convention committee for Mondale) excuses Brogioli of assuming "that...experience gives some assurance of competence and sound judgment." However, upon re-reading the original article it becomes obvious that it is Delans, not Brogioli, who assumes too much. Following the mundane, generic form of most Observer news articles, David Robbins attached and closed his article on Mondale with a quote from Brogioli -- the student "authority" on Mondale. In no way does Robbins; and the purpose of the article was stated as "outlining the platforms and objectives of the candidates..." However, Delans writes as if he is reacting to a position paper or an in depth interview with Mike Brogioli.

The lesson Delanslens teaches concerning the f differences of voting heavily on a candidate's experience is invaluable. However, Brogioli clarified his views concerning the importance of Mondale's experience stating "Mondale believes in constant themes and has been able to modify his programs to fit the changing times..." Clearly Deanslens has taken Brogioli's points to heart and in the purpose of the article was stated as "outlining the platforms and objectives of the candidates," however, Deanslens writes as if he is reacting to a position paper or an in depth interview with Mike Brogioli.

Joe Malvezzi
Ernest Hollings Campaign Manager

---

Letters

Have you read something in The Observer you enjoyed? Why not write a letter to the editor. Letters must bear the address, telephone number and signature of the author (initials and pseudonyms are not acceptable). All letters are subject to editing and become the property of The Observer.
Sir Obnoxious
No Manners
by Marc Ramirez
features columnist

Showcase
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Sir Obnoxious is gone, things just won't
be the same anymore. Yes, Sir Obnoxious' manne­rful rival is history as far as Notre Dame is concerned. No longer will she take up an entire column of a feature news page, and your feeble minds will be free to be influenced by more
and only more.

Everything was the same until Miss Manners attempted to instruct Sir Obnoxious as to the correct manner of eating his Alaskan King Crab. Obviously Miss Manners seemed bad enough at the rest of a bad chunk of veal or chicken, but when the time came for him to eat she would have
realized the potential of the suggestions on the sheets: "You cannot eat that last donut or cookie, take it home as a midnight snack." Miss Manners is gone, things just won't
be the same any longer.

Showcase
of Sunshine Boys to benefit Sowder fund
by Tom Moule
features staff writer

The oldest age of comedy reached its zenith during the era known as Vaudeville. In its annals, there are two names that cannot be lined separately. They are more than a team, but Lewis without Clark was like peanut butter without jelly. This weekend Cavanagh Hall will present, through the words of playwright Neil Simon, the
drawn for half a century as "The Sunshine Boys" — Al Lewis and Mike Clark.
In "The Sunshine Boys," Simon captures the bitterness of two vaudeville stars — at each other over the idiosyncrasies that led to the breakup of their team, and at a society that seems to no longer want them. Left without a show to do, Clark practices slapstick in his own life, unable to shake off the one-liners and puns that dominated forty-two years of performing. Finally, he gets his break; a variety show on the his­toric. Clark

Danny DeVito confronts Michael Douglas and Kathleen Turner in "Romancing the Stone."

Movies

Romancing the Stone a gem
by Cat Francis
features copy editor

M ANY times, while rooting around the house for my copy of "The Way of the Rose" or "Ulysses," I've run across one of my mother's Hartleyquen romances. My first impulse has invariably been to kick it across the room or hide it under a pile of magazines. Now how can one expect to
remember what one has not read? After seeing "Romancing the Stone," I'm inclined to think there may be something more than meets the eye in romance novels.

"Romancing the Stone" is the story of Joan Wilder, played by Kath­leen Turner, author of torrid and lasciviously sentimental novels, who is suddenly catapulted into a maze of intrigue closely resembling her own writings. She becomes the possessor of a treasure map which she must use to ransom her sister. Deep in the Colombian jungle, Wilder meets Jack Colton, a bird trapper who unwillingly agrees to help her in exchange for the majority of her sister's belongings, and the two travel the crowded travelers' checks. From there, the duo is subjected to gun fire, attack snails, high speed car chases, an abrupt trip over a waterfall and a pit of ravens and alligators. During the course of all this they, of course, fall in love.

"Romancing the Stone" is much like "Raiders of the Lost Ark," set in modern times. But "Romancing the Stone" pays a little more attention to the characters, while at the same time managing to retain a friend titled "rip-roaring good fun." Wilder, subjected to a barrage of dangerous and confusing events, changes from a drag, shy and un­assuming woman to a true ad­venture heroine, able to throw a knife with the best of them. Turner gives an outstanding performance.

Michael Douglas, playing Colton, is unashamed, unemotional and utterly charming. He provides much of one of the film's greatest assets, its humor. The best lines in "Romancing the Stone" arise from the conflicts between Colton, a rugged, macho adventurer, and Wil­der, whose first concern after surviv­ing a 200 foot mudslide is to search for a lost button. The film begins with a scene from one of Wilder's novels which paral­

Sunshine Boys to benefit Sowder fund
by Tom Moule
features staff writer

Cavanagh Hall in Chatatauga Hall room. This year's showtimes are 7 p.m. Thursday and 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday. Admission is free, although donations to the Andy Sowder Scholarship Fund will be accepted. Following a former president contracted spinal meningitis while on a ski trip in the '70s, Cavanagh Hall has set up a scholarship fund with the University in his memory.

Bob Ellsworth (left) and Bill Cavanaugh during their show rehearsals for Cavanagh Hall's production of "The Sunshine Boys."
Receivers’ talent runs deep

By LARRY BURKE

Sports Writer

Although spring is usually the time when football coaches are concerned with finding dependable players to replace graduating seniors, such is not the case for Notre Dame receivers coach Mike Stock. The Irish have many starters returning at the split end, flanker, and tight end positions, and there are plenty of talented players to provide depth at all three spots.

The split end position could be the deepest of the three, as Stock will benefit from the return of last year’s starter, Joe Howard. Howard, a 5-foot-11, 190-pound junior, finished the 1982 season as one of the finest wide receivers in the college world. Howard caught 27 catches for 464 yards and two touchdowns in 1982. "Small Wonder," who had a 43-yard reception against Boston College in last year’s Liberty Bowl, caught at least one pass in every game but one last season.

With a 20.5 career average per catch, Howard has a chance at Kesi Haines’ career record of 21.5 average yards per reception.

According to Stock, Howard’s stint with Digger Phelps’ squad has not taken anything away from his desire to play football.

"When he came out on Friday he was as enthusiastic as ever," said Stock of Howard. "He doesn’t appear tired from the basketball season. In fact, he’s in great physical shape from playing basketball. With his knowledge and experience he’s an important part of our team. He’s a gritty player, a real battler."

Competing with Howard for a starting spot will be 6-4 Alvin Miller, a lightning-quick receiver who played in all twelve games last season as a freshman. Miller finished 1983 in fine style, by catching three passes for 53 yards and a touchdown in the Liberty Bowl. An outstanding all-around athlete, Miller has already set a hundred of Notre Dame records as a hurdler and sprinter in track.

"Alvin’s been blessed with a lot of skill," said Stock. "He’s made for this program so far this spring. He has a great attitude and he’s learning more every day. He still has a way to go, but the indications are that he has a bright future ahead.

Another spring starting for the Irish is two-time letterman Milt Jackson. Jackson, with 23 catches for 438 yards and three touchdowns, displayed tremendous improvements in confidence a year ago and became Notre Dame’s big target with 17 of his receptions coming in the last four games.

With ex-flanker Mike Haywood now working at defensive back, Stock will be counting on Jackson to have an even better year.

"Milt has an exceptional amount of talent," said the Irish coach. "He has made a lot of progress — he’s on the upswing. I’m impressed with his attitude. He has all the physical and mental tools to be a premier player," Stock added.

Sticks points out that spring is a time when football coaches are concerned with finding dependable flankers to back up Jackson. Several players are competing for that spot, but right now 5-8 sophomore walk-on Pat Connaugton at the split end and 5-10 senior is the only two-man rotation of Howard, Miller, and Jackson at the split end and all-around positions.

The tight end spot was the biggest question mark a year ago, but sophomore Mark Bavaro answered it with authority — 20 catches for 375 yards and three touchdowns. A tough blocker, Bavaro switched in as a starter in every game of 1983, and displayed the blocking, catching, and running skills needed to earn the jock. He has a bright future ahead.

With ex-flanker Mike Haywood now working at defensive back, Stock will use a three-man rotation of Howard, Miller, and Jackson at the tight end and all-around positions.

Building up depth in the main concern at the tight end position. Last year’s backup, Brian Behmer, has been moved to outside linebacker, so several players will be competing for playing time behind Bavaro. Two lettermen from last season are the leading candidates, senior Milt Jackson and 6-2 junior Rick Beattie.

"He’s one of the finest tight ends that I’ve ever seen in all my years of coaching experience," said Stock of Bavaro. "He’s constantly trying to improve himself. He has a very positive attitude. He has a tremendous desire to excel, to make both himself and the team the best that they can be. He really understands the importance of spring practice, and he shows it in his performance."
The Bengal Bouts banquet will be held tomorrow night at 6 p.m. at the Paxon Estates. Maps are available at the Nave office. For more information call Tom at 728-3548, or Mike at 540-5808. — The Observer

The Fellowship of Christian Athletes will have a meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in room 20 of Harveys Hall. All are welcome to attend. — The Observer

The SMC tennis team lost yesterday to Bradley, 7-2. The only winners for Saint Mary's were Allison Pellar over Stacy Bernardi and the doubles team of Pellar and Mary Ann Heckman over Harley and Bernardi. The teams will compete in a quadrangular meet this Friday and Saturday at Western Michigan. The other teams in that meet are Toledo and Northern Illinois. — The observer

The SMC track team finished fourth last night in a quadrangular meet with 21 points. St. Joe's was first with 75 points, Anderson second with 45, and Franklin third with 27. Saint Mary's had no first- or second-place finishers, but several strong third-place finishers. Mary Beth McGlothlin took third in the 5000-meter. The relay team of Lemone, McPartlin, Buncy, and Carey finished third in the 4x100 and 200-meter relay. Tonia McPartlin also took third in the long jump and the high jump, while Diane Hartwig placed third in the shot put. — The Observer

Keep training for the Irish Spring Run, a six-mile race around campus, the lakes, and the golf course. It's coming up this Saturday at 10 a.m. Deadline for entries is Friday. Registration must be made in person at the NAVE office, and a three-dollar fee will be charged. Trophies and T-shirts will be awarded. — The Observer

An Irish Guard organizational meeting will take place tomorrow, April 12, at 4:30 p.m. on Green Field. Many openings are available for the 1984 season. All interested candidates should attend and must be at least 6 feet 2. Those with questions should call 1221. — The Observer

The ND-SMC ski team awards banquet will be held today, April 16. Watch for your invoice by mail for. For more information, call Julie Currie at 228-8454. — The Observer

The Squash Club will be holding a meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the LaFollette Little Theatre. Next year's officers will be elected at this time so attendance is recommended. — The Observer

An NVA Golf Review, featuring golf pro Dick Walker, will be held this Friday, April 1, at the Notre Dame Golf Center. — The Observer

The Observer Notre Dame office, located on the third floor of LaFollette Student Center, accepts classified advertising from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. Monday through Friday. The Observer, located on the fourth floor of Hagar College Center, accepts classifieds from 12:30 p.m. until 5 p.m. Monday through Friday. Deadline for next-day classifieds is 5 p.m. All classifieds must be prepaid, either in person or by mail. Charge is $12.50 per five character lines per day.

Baseball continued from page 16

The sixth, he got tired, and one thing led to another, mostly hitting the ball all over the place, one right after the other. Before I knew it I was 15-0." — Mezler. Clark, and Vioso each had three hits for the Irish, with Vioso leading the team with 4 RBI. Notre Dame finished the game with shutouts behind the collision of them in the last three innings.

"We've been able to make the show every day, hurter Warke should not be forgotten. He had a no-hitter going into the eighth, and ended up giving up only four hits and one run. He now leads the team with a 0.8% ERA and a 3.0 record. Calvo could not be happier about Warke's efforts.

"Warke has been a very, very pleasant surprise," commented Gal- lo. "We're more than pleased with him. He's really picked us up when we needed it most this season.

With the win, the Irish improved to 11-10. Today, they play a double-header at Lansing, against the Spartans of Michigan State. Over the weekend, they will get their first taste of conference play, with a total of four games against Big Ten Conference foe Xvter.
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Men's tennis

Irish increase win streak to six

By ED KONRADY
Sports Writer.

Year after year, fans hear of teams that have all the talent in the world, but can't win the big games. The Notre Dame men's tennis team, however, has proven in the past three weeks that it is as good as it can possibly be.

Against a respected Western Michigan team, with two nationally-ranked players, the Irish fared exceptionally well.

Notre Dame opened the match with a first set win in every singles contest. Four players, Mike Gibbons at first singles, Paul Ghidotti at third singles, Tim Noonan at fourth singles, and Paul Najarian at fifth singles, all held on for victory.

Going into the doubles matches, Notre Dame led 4-2, needing only one more point to clinch the victory. The Broncos looked as though they might pull off a miracle finish, though, as their first and second doubles teams took an early lead.

However, the third doubles team of Joe Nelligan and Doug Pratt held tough, capturing game, set, and match, 8-6, 6-4.

"We knew they were one of the most competitive teams, so I knew it would be a tight match," Even Coach Fallon, not one given to lavishing unnecessary praise, was pleased.

"I knew it was going to be close," Fallon said. "We had to have good singles play because they are very good in doubles, and we did well to get four points."

"Ghidotti played well, and Gibbons is showing that he belongs at number one (first singles). Tim (Noonan) made a good comeback, and Najarian has been excellent."

"It's nice to win one like this," said Fallon. "We just to Purdue, Ball State, and Western Michigan last year after the doubles. This year we are playing better singles and much better doubles."

The strength of the confidence that has been running through Notre Dame's play of late comes from preparation, Fallon says.

"We got out the day before the match, when it was even worse. The boys were complaining, so I reminded them of a quote by Frank Leahy: 'Lads, aren't we fortunate the good Lord gave us a day like this to practice so we will be ready for them.' With the wind about 30 mph, I pointed out how to play in the wind. Today they showed they listened."

No matter how good the coaching is, however, the players have to perform, which is not always easy when, after a splendid start to the season, one must face a lesser opponent.

Butler, a Midwestern Cities Conference rival, was expected to be an easy opponent for the Irish, and it lived up to that billing. The Irish destroyed the Bulldogs.

The rejuvenated team didn't lose a set, with only Joe Nelligan at second doubles being tested before winning, 7-5, 6-4.

The devastating victory pushed Notre Dame's season record to 16-6 this spring, enlarging their winning streak to seven games and 10 out of the last 11.

Tomorrow the team hosts Northern Illinois, a heavy underdog, at Courtesy Tennis Center, beginning at 3 p.m. This weekend will be a different story, however, as Ohio State and Marquette join the Irish for a tough triangular meet here at Notre Dame.

The Observer Activities Board Offices on 2nd Floor 4609 Grape Road Mishawaka Individual dressing rooms and booths for complete privacy

26th Annual Notre Dame Collegiate Jazz Festival
Friday, April 13 7:30 PM
Saturday, April 14 1:00 PM
Saturday, April 14 6:30 PM
Stepan Center

Featuring 15 excellent collegiate jazz bands and judges:
Dan Morgenstern, Terence Blanchard, Paquito D'Rivera, Joanne Brackeen, Danny O'tudleeb, Dave Holland.

Tickets and T-shirts available at the Student Union Record

Clubs and Organizations

April is the time to re-register for the 84-85 school year. Re-registration is mandatory for all groups. Forms are also available for applying for Activity Fee Funding for next year, and also for Football Concession Stands for the Fall. Deadline for applying is April 30. Forms are available in the Student Activities Office, LaFortune.

Live Entertainment Tues., April 17 featuring Sherri Woods in the lounge

This is not a misprint

10¢ TACO BAR Sun.- Thurs. 9pm - close
Late Night Happy Hour Sun.- Thurs. 10pm - close
$1.00 MARGARITAS 2 for 1 BARDRINKS (five minutes from campus)
Fever

continued from page 16

ourselves that we might as well go along with them.”

High scores for the game were the

constructions' D'Von Sullivan, who

7-0-15 and had seven

rewards, and English, who shot 7-

and had five rebounds. Ron

was man for the front

chaussers, shooting 6-23 and

downing a game-high 20

rebounds.

In another action yesterday, Joe

and the Four Lighthouses
down Saturday Night Resonance

21-2, in impressive 21-57

Dave Steavens led the

way in that game, going 2-for-8, and

Mike O'Grady for 7-of-17.

The losers could muster only 12

shooting. Dave Szewczyk led

Bored, 21-5, led by Rich the

led the Savages with

34 shooting for the game. Five Screams From the

bed themselves that we might as well go

for you. We were

The winners were as follows:

BFD,

the Constrictors' Dave Sullivan, who

The "if at first you don't succeed" award goes to Doc Johnson's T-Wax.

i

of DC and intramural

basketball teams the last four

days to Hey Ward.

Don't You

Think You Were a Little Rough on

Beard. Ward and his

teammates wore ridiculous

in their game, which they

were forced to
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Yesterday's Results

Low School: 1. Pat A - 12.50 2. Dirty - 11

Risky Business v. Tom's Tool Monsters v. The Smokin' WIMPS

We: The IllgUers

Gr-avity Is

Bungholts

I Oflls Uas the Clap

"'ihilltic'

a IUou.:k

Juice, double forfeit Old Men On the.- block

""11/111

Who

The

2

Notre Dame, IN

"":

Lettuce hear from

you...

Write: The Observer

P.O. Box Q

Notre Dame, IN 46556

and Sunshine Promotions

ATTENTION: SENIORS in the College of Business Administration

VOTING for

The Senior Class Outstanding Teacher Award

will take place in the front lobby of

TUESDAY, APRIL 10

and

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11

from 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM

SUNDAY

11:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

Rocksteady

11:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.

Booksteal

11:00 A.M. - 1:00 P.M.

Giant

11:00 A.M. - 2:00 P.M.

Says:

11:00 A.M. - 3:00 P.M.

Sunset

11:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.

Business Administration

11:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

Music Mogule (Benton Harbor) and Karma Records (F. Wayne).

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO ALL STUDENTS

Changes In Theology Requirements

-- All University Students are required to take two courses (6 credits) in

Theology.

-- These requirements are met as follows:

THEO 100 (FYS) or

THEO 201 - 299

- Foundations Of Theology: Biblical/Historical

A second course in Theology (Various topics

in the Catholic doctrinal tradition treated

comprehensively. See Course Listings.)

Courses numbered 300 and above are Electives in

Theology and no longer meet the Theology requirements

Cards for check-marked courses will be available on the following schedule:

Thurs., April 12 6:30 - 7:30pm

331 O'Shaughnessy Hall

and

Mon., April 16 6:30 - 7:30pm

Memorial Library Lounge

Thurs., April 26 7:30 P.M.

Notre Dame A.C.C.

All Seats Reserved $12.50

Tickets on sale at the A.C.C. Box Office, Seats (University Park Mall, 

Elkhart and Michigan City), Roberson's, South Bend, Town and Country and Concord Mall, 

Elkhart Truth, J.R.'s Music Shop (Kokomo). B. Joseph Bank (Main Office), World Record (Goshen), 

Music Magic (Benton Harbor) and Karma Records (F. Wayne).

EDUCATIONAL STUDIES

ND Students May Register For

SMC

RELIGIOUS STUDIES COURSES

On The ND Campus.

Thursday, April 12 6:30 - 7:30pm

331 O'Shaughnessy Hall

and

Mon., April 16 6:30 - 7:30pm

Memorial Library Lounge

Thursday, April 26 7:30 P.M.

Notre Dame A.C.C.

All Seats Reserved $12.50

Tickets on sale at the A.C.C. Box Office, Seats (University Park Mall, 

Elkhart and Michigan City), Roberson's, South Bend, Town and Country and Concord Mall, 

Elkhart Truth, J.R.'s Music Shop (Kokomo). B. Joseph Bank (Main Office), World Record (Goshen), 

Music Magic (Benton Harbor) and Karma Records (F. Wayne).

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO ALL STUDENTS

Changes In Theology Requirements

-- All University Students are required to take two courses (6 credits) in Theology.

-- These requirements are met as follows:

THEO 100 (FYS) or

THEO 201 - 299

- Foundations Of Theology: Biblical/Historical

A second course in Theology (Various topics

in the Catholic doctrinal tradition treated

comprehensively. See Course Listings.)

Courses numbered 300 and above are Electives in

Theology and no longer meet the Theology requirements

Cards for check-marked courses will be available on the following schedule:

Seniors

Room 330 O'Shay

Thurs., April 12 Open at 7am.

Juniors

Room 330 O'Shay

Fri., April 13 Open at 7am.

Sophomores

Room 330 O'Shay

Tues., April 17 7-8:30pm.

(Note: Evening Registration)
The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1  Screamy animal
2  Screamy animal
3  Screamy animal
4  Screamy animal
5  Screamy animal
6  Screamy animal
7  Screamy animal
8  Screamy animal
9  Screamy animal
10 Screamy animal
11 Screamy animal
12 Screamy animal
13 Screamy animal
14 Screamy animal
15 Screamy animal
16 Screamy animal
17 Screamy animal
18 Screamy animal
19 Screamy animal
20 Screamy animal
21 Screamy animal
22 Screamy animal
23 Screamy animal
24 Screamy animal
25 Screamy animal
26 Screamy animal
27 Screamy animal
28 Screamy animal
29 Screamy animal
30 Screamy animal
31 Screamy animal

DOWM
1  Spread out
2  Movies’ “Hit” girl
3  Black bird
4  Yes
5  Tried to catch the breath
6  Clark’s fellow explorer
7  Arms of Black Sea
8  Babylonian god
9  Choral composition
10  Hands of (is taken)
11  Carrier change
12  Is in debt
15  Good spirits
21  Ridge of rock
22  Author Zola
24  Entertainer Danny
27  Sneezed
28  Adjacent
29  Southsayer
30  Manage
31  Author Ayn
32  El—
33  Agreed
35  Press
36  Dogger
41  Mad as a—
42  Office cabinets
44  Elope
45  Shower
46  Pillow slips
50  Lubricate
52  Ties
53  Singer
54  Put
55  Office cabinet
56  Genesis name
58  Cathedral aisle
59  Stumble
64  Apple seed

TUESDAY'S SOLUTION

32  El— 53  Singer
33  Agreed 54  Put
35  Press 55  Office cabinet
36  Dogger 56  Genesis name
41  Mad as a— 58  Cathedral aisle
42  Office cabinets 59  Stumble
44  Elope 64  Apple seed
45  Shower 65  Bed
46  Pillow slips 66  Aisle
50  Lubricate 67  Saddle
52  Ties 68  Arm

CLUES:
1  How —?
2  ——tastic
3  That—
4  The —
5  ——tion
6  ——ament
7  ——S
8  ——
9  ——
10  ——
11  ——
12  ——
13  ——
14  ——
15  ——
16  ——
17  ——
18  ——
19  ——
20  ——
21  ——
22  ——
23  ——
24  ——
25  ——
26  ——
27  ——
28  ——
29  ——
30  ——
31  ——
32  ——
33  ——
34  ——
35  ——
36  ——
37  ——
38  ——
39  ——
40  ——
41  ——
42  ——
43  ——
44  ——
45  ——
46  ——
47  ——
48  ——
49  ——
50  ——
51  ——
52  ——
53  ——
54  ——
55  ——
56  ——
57  ——
58  ——
59  ——
60  ——
61  ——
62  ——
63  ——
64  ——
65  ——
66  ——
67  ——
68  ——
69  ——
70  ——
71  ——
72  ——
73  ——
74  ——
75  ——
76  ——
77  ——
78  ——
79  ——
80  ——
81  ——
82  ——
83  ——
84  ——
85  ——
86  ——
87  ——
88  ——
89  ——
90  ——
91  ——
92  ——
93  ——
94  ——
95  ——
96  ——
97  ——
98  ——
99  ——
100 ——
101 ——
102 ——
103 ——
104 ——
105 ——
106 ——
107 ——
108 ——
109 ——
110 ——
111 ——
112 ——
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Wednesday Night
Beer Special

TOMORROW NIGHT:
EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT SEX
(But Were Afraid To Ask)
7:00 9:00 11:00
Engineering Auditorium $1.00
Sports

Esophagus Constrictors defeated by Old Men despite 'The Shot' II

By PHIL WOLF
Sports Writer

All day people had been talking about "The Shot" and hoping that they would see a repeat of the most memorable shot of last year's Bookstore Basketball tournament. In last year's match-up between the Esophagus Constrictors and Old Men on the Block, the outgoing Constrictors held up the game to calculate exactly how to make a shot from midcourt. Mark English then calmly stepped back and made the shot.

Nearby everyone present at yesterday's rematch of the two teams thought it impossible for English to repeat the feat, but still the fans were screaming for him to try. Late in the game, the Constrictors obliged the crowd.

First, Mike Demchuk tested the wind velocity, and several books next to him were tossed aside for important data. Next, all five of the Esophagus Constrictors fed information into their TI-55 calculators, taking into account the rotation of the earth, and the fact that there was only a half second left on the shot clock. Disney and Ponzi attempted the shot. The ball bounced off the backboard and into the hands of the Constrictors.

With the excited English said after the game, "I never thought I could do it, but I did." Faust admitted afterward, "But they beat us to it. They put the ball in the basket, and we couldn't let them win." English, however, denies that he played the game.

"We really thought we could beat them this year," he said. "But they put in all those new coaches (Andy Christoff, who shot 50-13 and had 18 rebounds). We never saw the game film on them, so we didn't know how good they were." English thought that the best Bookstore Basketball team was the Constrictors.

Debating. "With C.J. (Rocker, Constrictors coach), we could have gone along the whole game, but we blew it," English declared. "They went in and played. The Esophagus Constrictors came out to Bookstore 9 carrying several large books, backpacks, Rubik's Cubes, and other paraphernalia of the typical 'throb,' and began to do warmup drills, led by Rocker. Then, just as the game started, the team disappeared. A few moments later, the Constrictors returned, clad in green shirts, instead of their customary white.

The Esophagus Constrictors relied on some of their successful plays from last year, and they also instituted some new plays. The "Benziene Ring" proved valuable for bringing the ball up court, and the "Carbon-Carbon Double Bond" play was good for a basket. One of the most spectacular plays was the "semi-impermeable" defense, in which the five players linked arms, rushed at the Old Men's point guard, stole the ball, and scored on the five-on-one fast break.

Fausi said he did not mind being the straight man for the Constrictors jokes which included, among other things, an arrest by Notre Dame Security, complete with handcuffs.

"It's a lot of fun playing with those guys," the Irish football coach said. "They asked if we would play with them again this year because I guess we're one of the few teams that would go along with them and let them have a good time. We're so bad, we're funny."

Watzke wins

Irish defeat Illinois-Chicago

By ERIC SCHUEMANN
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame baseball team has had its share of strange games this season, and yesterday's game against Illinois-Chicago was no exception.

"This game just goes to show you what a crazy game baseball is," said Irish head coach Larry Gallo. "It's really good to have one of these kinds of games — we haven't had one for a long time." The Irish won the nine-inning contest by a score of 15-1 blowout.

For five and a half innings, neither team scored a run. Notre Dame pitcher Mark Watzke had not given up a hit to that point, and would not until the eighth inning. Meanwhile, the Irish were being held to only two hits themselves.

However, in the bottom of the sixth, it seemed to be a different Notre Dame team that came to bat. After the Irish loaded the bases with one out, Tom Sheila walked to force in the first run of the game. Suddenly, Notre Dame came up swinging.

Carl Vuono doubled to drive in two runs, and Mike Anglinia followed with a successful squeeze play to make the score 4-0. Steve Passanant closed the scoring for the inning with a two-run single.

Now that the Irish had caught fire, there was no stopping them. In the seventh, they increased their lead to 9-0. The inning was highlighted by another two-run double by Vuono. In the eighth, the Irish simply buried their opponents even further.

They scored six runs, closing out their scoring at a whopping fifteen. Mike Metzerick had an RBI double, while David Clark and Shields each drove in a run with a single.

Gallo really had no way to explain his team's turnaround after the fifth inning.

"First, Illinois-Chicago wasn't a bad team," said Gallo. "Their pitcher baffled us for six innings, and we didn't do a darn thing. But then in..."